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Mr. Richard H. ,olte,
Institute of Current World Affairs,
xo Madison Avenue
New .York 17, New

Dear Mr. :olte,

C.rlos Lleras Restrepo, the official candidate for the next
Presidency, cannot seak in public: his voice, on the one occasion he
trie it, ws.s immediately drowned by shouts and whistles more deter-
mined than he; if he tries again, the same will happen.

Alvaro G6mez Hurtado, the leader of the most active ring of the
Conservative party, has come out strongly against his candidacy. These
two men knov a lot about each other, have fought in the past Ith no
squeamishness about ,eapons, and Alvaro mmZ.:.s opposition, which at first
looked like threats made to obtain some quid-pro-quo, may turn into some-
thing more

The peso has been devalued.

The House of Representatives is to make public its disagreement
v.ith the Senate on certain accompanying austerity measures by sticking
up posters in all the arger cities attacking the Upper House.

There have been scandals in the Instituto Nacional de Abastec-
im+/-entos,hose task it is to keep the prices of essential foods at a
reasonable level in electricity contracts in the customs$ and over
’sleeping bureaucrats’ in some government departments.

The government has suffered a smaI_ ,.ave of tactical, and
thus to most peopl incomprehensible resignations. The monetary
crisis has made it far harder to keep up any appearance of dynamism:
!sobr+/-ety’ and ’responsibility’ are not widely popular, and this
President has always shown a certain nineteenth-century reluctance
in the defence and advertisement of his policies. In a democracy,
he seems to believe, the people should judge a government by It
fruits and its silent fruits alone.

He has announced his irrevocable decision to finish his term.



Vacuum and malaise.

It is a political vacuum and a political malaise. All is not
.ell .ith cer.tain industries, and there has been a devaluation, but it
r.mains true that the political problem is the primary one. The
devaluation was partial, and it as much better handled than its
predecessors: precise, sensible, secret and, so far, small. In a
country where there is such a small cushion of understanding between
government and people, national pride in the peso and exaggerated
fears of the effects of devluing it can be much exploited by the
overnment’s opponentso Nevertheless, the general indifference to
the present administration and the obscurity of the political future
have had a strangely dampening effect: the government got off lightly;
nobody seemed prepred to go to much trouble to attack its accepted
mediocrity formunspectacular fall in the peso, nor to make much
effort amid the oeneral uncertainty as to ho the beneficiary might
be.

The Frente Nacional, the sixteen-year pact that came into
operation in 1958 and hereby the administration is equ.lly divided
between the two traditional parties .0ith Liberals and Conservatives
alternating in the Presidency, has not yet run half its time. It
looks elderly. Its leaders, although not all old, have all been prom.-
inent for a 10ng tim; for all that they would rather be thought of
as rich men performing duties to which their station in life has called
them, they are polfticos from the most intensely political generations
that the country has--eer produced. Their style may be seignorial in
public, but their pbWer Comes from raking together the dying embers Of
the raditional par#y loyalties, the fire that the Frente Nacional was
designed to reduce to a harmless glow. The regulator is bginning to
look like an extinguisher, and the one prominent essentially party
p011tcian, Alvaro G6mez, is not by accident the only One who has broken
is rules. With the name of G6mez his father Laureano G6mez was the
mxtmme sectarian Conservative President of the early fifties --he can
never hope for popularity outside his own party, bu he gains i inside
by being overtly anti-beral. The leaders committed to the rente
Nacionai, Carlos Lleras amang them, are politically imprisoned: their
partisan pasts., the dated political styles they learnt in the thirties
and forties, their total lack of popular ppeal,cut them off from any
support apart, from that of their Own national and local squadrons, and
the dwindling numbers of the who automacally vote Liberal or
Conservative, ’Red’ or ’Blue. The present rules, of the game, which

they themselves drew up, prohibit any fierce and invigorating appeal
to this’last element On whose trust and loyalty the system neethless
depends.

So after six years of restored oligarchy they are being hanged
with their own rope. What then?
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The most contmon current answerer is that there is then the
Minister of War, General Alberto Ruiz Novoa. There are posters
on the ralls of Bogota. declaring ’To .ttack Ru+/-z is to attack the
People’; the eople give them little attention. The General is
still uak+/-ng reforming peeches. H is a very available man.

He is forty-seven y..rs of age, .hich is ten years younger
than C.rlos Lleras. He does not seem to be in a hurry. It is clear
that he is not zorking against Presient V.lenc+/-a; as ome first thought,
but closely /+/-th hinl. With the restraint of Ruiz, Valencia can finish
his term. With the protection of Valencia, Ru+/-z can continue making a
marne for himself with all the prestige aud atention given to the
Minister of War. If Valencia, who would rather not be President but
for Duty, andmore than that, Honour, does not finish his term,then
Ruiz may at least do that, but it is far more likely that rather than
someon else’s discrded onths he ould like four full years, and .ishes
to re]a+/-n Minister of War as long as Valenc+/-a’s term lasts. He .ould
then be the most prominent Conservative’Pres+/-denciable’ and the most
well-placed runner for 970.

But he is mooted for 966. As he .is a Conservative, and as
chs.nges of party are not in the spirit of the agreement between the
parties, and as opposition from Carlos Lleras is likely o be strog,
this would mean the end of theFrnte acional in its present form.
The rol. of the Army would inevitably be far greater, many a civilian
politician in limbo. There is _uuch pprehenslon about what his policies
-zould be, and they would Certainly be austere, but more about his mere
presence.

There should be some about the mere feasability of making him
President in a year and a half’s time. It would be hard for the Liberl
to swallow, and under provocation the old party loyalty that now looks
so dead might revive. The political moritorium of the past Six years
has been far more effective on the level of ational politics than it
has in local government I have talked to Liberals With very recent
Grievances against Conservative alca_lds. The more military Rui
the more acceptable on this local level, but the less so n-her up.
There he must .find col laorators snd I doubt that there /0uld bemany
Liherals mong. them - or rule increasingly through the Army. In high
office under General Rojas Piniila, he must be aare of Some of the ays
of how not to do that, but also of the insurmountable difficulties
a resolute civilian opposition can create. The is a growing feeling,
not 0nly .mong his opponents, that the General should make himself
clear" though the tempo of politics here is slow, I do not think he
would be wise to continue the present enigmatic performance for longer
than another six months if he has any thoughts ht all for 9.



Tf_ Cai-’los Lleras cannot do s:-mething for his opularity
before then even if ]e manages to secure the Presidency his
0ositon .’ill b exceedingly eak. mle Frente Eacional’s majority
in Congress--the dissident offshoots Of the two parties can elect
to Congressional seats --is very small. It w+/-ll be hard to preserve,
let alone increase, with Carlos Llera running in his present form.
A hostile Congress could parslyze his administration.

This analysis, .hicb leaves out thieves in the night, presents
you with an obscure future: an official Presidential candidate $ho
might not make it, or.:ho might make it only to be faced with a hostile

Congress; a General with alternative dates for his ambition, whose rule
might be more or less military according to hat men or ,.hat party
:zould ].ork ith him, and whose policies ould be the more radical the
more alone he found himself; two parties, ..hich having had no recent
natlonai fights are of uncertain temper, fragmenting under .he strain
of a compromise that destroye their raison d’etre.

A h,,0er-critical people, a dissoointing economy,three-quarters
of bhe bandits gone but one ’quarter still active.

But this future is more obscure than dim. if there is a fight,
it ill not be ike the last. General Ruiz is not General Rojas, and
General Rojas could have been very much worse. The Frente Nacional was
not made to last for ever, and that hat was made to last for sixteen

years may only last fOr eight should not raise universal cries of
’failure’ and ’farce’ (It could mean that it nad dne its ork rather
soon than x0cted )

’Colombia is an open society but a static one.’ Or do you
-.refer ’Colombia is a static society but an open one’? There is

no just’.m"cation for euthusiasm and. there are no grounds for despair.

Yours sincerely,

Malcol Deas.
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